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Practice What You Know: Make Some Noise





Practice What You Know

If you go to see Drake, what is your opportunity cost?

A. $0 B.    $51 
C. $99 D. $150

$99

$150



How many workers should a profit-maximizing firm hire if the 
price is $5 and the wage is $75?

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

# of workers # of goods 
produced

0 0

1 30

2 55

3 75

4 90

5 100



Practice What You Know: Shift v. Slide





2 minutes
You work at a restaurant that serves drinks. 
– Your boss comes to you, knowing you are studying 

economics, and asks for your opinion on the 
following question:

Which of the following would change the 
demand for drinks the most? 

A. a reduction in the price of a complementary good. 
B. a reduction in the price of drinks. 
C. both A and B would increase the demand for drinks. 

Think-Pair-Share 



Think-Pair-Share:
Is this meme correct?



“Let’s Fall in Price and Increase Our Demand for Each Other”
PJelly

DJelly

PPB

DPB

Peanut Butter Market                             Jelly Market



Practice What You Know: Minimum Wage



Think-Pair-Share
You are looking for a low skill job in Tucson. The state 
minimum wage is $11/hour, the federal minimum wage is 
$7.25/hour & the market equilibrium wage is $12/hour.

A) What wage will you be paid? 

B) Are the state & national wages binding or non-binding 
price floors?

C) Now suppose AZ increases the minimum wage from 
$11/hour to $15/hour, which is above the equilibrium market 
wage. At $15/hour, labor demand is 30; labor supply is 90. 
Using a diagram, show how this might affect the number of 
workers employed & indicate any unemployment.

12



Quantity
(loaves of bread)

Price
(per loaf)

$0

Think-Pair-Share Answer C
Wage

Quantity

17.00
16.00
15.00
14.00
15.00
14.00
13.00
12.00
11.00
10.00

9.00
8.00
7.00

price floor =

market eq. =

Unemployment 
= 60 Slabor

Dlabor

9030

non-
binding
region

binding
region



Practice What You Know: Cost Calculation Puzzles



Quantity Total fixed 
cost

Total 
variable 

cost
Total cost Average 

fixed cost

Average 
variable 

cost
Average 

total cost
Marginal 

cost
1 ____ $200 ____ ____ ____ $400

____
2 ____ ____ $480 ____ ____ ____

____
3 ____ ____ $530 ____ ____ ____

$30
4 ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

____
5 ____ ____ $650 $40 $90 ____

____
6 ____ $600 ____ ____ ____ ____

Fill in the blanks! Complete the grid in 5 minutes or less.
(Teams of 3 or more)

Formulas: TC = TFC + TVC, AFC = TFC/Q, AVC = TVC/Q, ATC = TC/Q, MC = change in TC

Think-Pair-Share



TPS: Would you accept $200 to make the 101st case?

Jelly Bean
Production

Cases Average
Total Cost

98 $150

99 $151

100 $152

101 $153



Practice What You Know: Eliminating Recessions



TPS: Interpret the Bar Code 
(Write a short paragraph that describes what has happened to the duration and likelihood of a 

recession over time. Speculate why?)



Practice What You Know: Growth



GDP growth in Wakanda
• OBJECTIVE
• Determine the growth rate of Wakanda over time.  What leads to the significant change in GDP in 

this small, land locked country?

• GOAL
• Compute the growth rate of GDP in Wakanda and explain why this country experienced such 

tremendous rates of growth.

• PROCESS
• Show the class the GDP data for the years 950 and 1000 and ask them to compute the GDP 

growth.  Discuss why the growth rate was so slow.

• Now, show them the data from 1960.  Compute the growth rate from the year 1960 to 2010 and 
discuss why this rate is so high.

• Show the two Black Panther videos as part of this activity.  This will give students some 
perspective on what has occurred in Wakanda.



Wakandan GDP between 950 and 
1000

• Increases from 
$1,000,000 
• to $1,010,000
•What is the 

growth rate?



Wakandan growth 
from 1960 to 2010

• Increases from 
• $682,625,500 to
• $31,632,697,500.
• What is the rate of growth?
• Why is it so much higher?





TPS: Which two countries are these?

Has no agriculture of 
its own

Imports water 

Has one of the world’s 
lowest unemployment 
rates

Has one of the densest 
populations on the 
planet

Is located in the 
tropics

Has no natural 
resources

Occupies 710 square 
km

Has four official 
languages

Has a literacy rate of 
97%

$78,000 in per capita 
GDP

US is biggest export 
partner

It is double land-locked

Imports 85% of its 
energy

Has one of the world’s 
lowest unemployment 
rates

Women could not vote 
until 1986

Very limited natural 
resources

Occupies 161 square 
km

There is almost no 
crime

Has a literacy rate of 
100%

$89,200 in per capita 
GDP





Practice What You Know: Production Possibilities 



Go to the Kahoot app or at Kahoot.it. 

Production Possibilities Participation Quiz 

https://create.kahoot.it/details/ppc-quiz/4f212d07-4aad-4788-b44a-c235d80b3484


Think-Pair-Share
Is it in GDP or not?

Categorize the following eight items as either included 
in the calculation of U.S. GDP or excluded from it. 

Kahoot!

https://create.kahoot.it/kahoots/my-kahoots


COUNTING GDP like an economist

• Using the details provided to you, work with your classmates to 
calculate GDP.  



Practice What You Know: Comparative Advantage



Bat Man and Robin – the dynamic duo
https://create.kahoot.it/creator/3e0d86a2-034c-4b3e-b033-e75c1e725853

https://create.kahoot.it/creator/3e0d86a2-034c-4b3e-b033-e75c1e725853


Practice What You Know: Saving for the Future



Saving like a superhero
https://create.kahoot.it/details/save-like-a-superhero/cb9bc996-7104-4bd2-9f50-1ac05607cecd

https://create.kahoot.it/details/save-like-a-superhero/cb9bc996-7104-4bd2-9f50-1ac05607cecd

